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Abstract: Big data is increasingly becoming the basic strategic resources of the 

country. The acquisition, storage and processing of massive data in its database will 

significantly improve the efficiency and level of land management and make an 

important contribution to the sustained and rapid development of the economy. 

Therefore, the development of large data technology suitable for land engineering and 

the establishment of land engineering database norms are of great significance to the 

innovation of land and resources informatization and the improvement of national 

governance capacity. Based on the current situation and business needs of land 

engineering industry, combing and integrating the data information involved, 

researching the key technology of building land engineering data platform, and 

constructing large data platform of land engineering are the urgent problems to be 

solved, which play a basic supporting role for the development of land engineering 

informatization. Combining land engineering with big data science and technology, and 

combining existing land mass data, we can develop large data of land engineering. 
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1. Introduction 

Large data system index has a huge amount of data, which can not be intercepted, 

managed, processed and sorted into information to help enterprises make business 

decisions in a reasonable time through the current mainstream software tools. As a 
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new generation of technology architecture, big data processing technology aims to 

extract valuable information from massive data sources with different forms by 

high-speed data acquisition, analysis and mining. [1] 

Land engineering has many connections with civil engineering, environmental 

engineering, water conservancy and hydropower, even sociology and economics. It is a 

comprehensive subject with interdisciplinary and rapid development. It is obviously 

helpful for the development of land engineering to use large data technology for data 

fusion analysis. In order to implement the "Opinions on Promoting the Application and 

Development of Land and Resources Big Data" (formulated by the Ministry of Land and 

Resources), improve the ability and efficiency of soil organic reconstruction research, 

accelerate the development of information technology in land engineering, and 

promote the system construction of land engineering discipline, it is necessary to take 

experimental research as the basis, take engineering projects as the grasp, and take 

social data resources as the necessary supplement. [2] To build a large data center 

suitable for the application of land engineering industry. In the related applications of 

land engineering, we should give full play to the technical advantages of data 

integration, information fusion, data analysis and data mining of large data, make 

rational use of various data sources in Shaanxi Province and even in the whole country, 

and help users to mine the potential relevance value between data in the field of land 

engineering, so as to provide precise analysis and assistance of large data model for 

land engineering research and development. [3] To help decision-making support and 

promote land engineering to usher in a new round of large-scale development period. 

[4]. 

 

2. Platform Composition 

The large data center of land engineering consists of data center computer room and 

large data platform. Among them, the big data platform includes land engineering data 

acquisition module, data retrieval module, simulation module, decision analysis module 

and so on. [5] The objectives of the large data platform for land engineering are as 

follows: 

(1) Carry out land engineering related business combing and electronic data format 

with traditional data, integrate scattered data, establish land engineering application 

database, and pool internal shared data resources; 

(2) Breaking through the traditional manual experience, establishing a "data-driven" 

application platform, opening a new chapter of organic soil reconstruction with "data 

management, data analysis, data decision-making, and data innovation"; 

(3) Accumulate and enrich massive data resources and analytical decision-making 

models, develop large data analysis functions with the characteristics of land 
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engineering industry application, provide large data analysis and decision support for 

land engineering research and development, and make big data technology become an 

important driving force to promote innovation and value-added of land engineering 

business, and ultimately enhance the core value of data transactions. 

 

3. Data Acquisition Module 

The work of soil organic reconstruction in cities is mainly embodied in the construction 

of land preparation, urban infrastructure construction, tourism development, pollution 

control and other projects. The big data software system relies on the advantages of 

Internet to collect massive information of human economy in relevant regions, and 

combines land, hydrology and laws and regulations data to build a joint data analysis 

model based on the organic combination of human and land. The model is also applied 

to the retrieval of professional basic data before construction and the comparative 

analysis after the implementation of land engineering. 

The data acquisition module is used to construct the core database and speed up the 

planning and design of land engineering projects and engineering construction. The 

core database includes basic database, public database, test database and engineering 

database. It also has the interface of data acquisition, input and maintenance and data 

acquisition program for subsequent application, which is convenient for users to enrich 

the database themselves in the later stage.  

 

3.1 Public Database 

Data indicators: meteorological data, solar radiation data, air quality data, human data, 

land use data, soil data, crop data, hydrological data, water quality data, topographic 

data, etc. (Data types are shown in the data list) 

To collect data related to land engineering construction (mainly in Shaanxi 

administrative region, radiating the whole country) and provide a variety of data access 

methods and related technical support coding procedures (the current research 

direction is meteorological data, ecological environment data, human data, land data, 

soil data, soil (pollution) data, crop data, hydrological data, water quality data, etc.). 

For example, network interface (restful, soap), network crawling (distributed engine 

building, verification code recognition, accurate acquisition rules coding), database 

extraction, unstructured data information extraction, etc. R&D personnel complete the 

data access deployment and the construction of public databases. Users assist in 

finding data sources. 

 

3.2 Basic Database 

The basic database is mainly used to archive the internal information of users, so that 
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the own data can be accessed and utilized more reasonably. At present, the data that 

users have not been reasonably informationized include the data of the second national 

land survey and the basic document data; better retrieval and display methods should 

be given to these two types of data so as to make the data truly reflect its value. 

 

4. Construction Requirements and Contents 

Through a variety of retrieval methods and large data technology, the chaotic bars of 

data are organically combined into highly correlated block data, which can improve the 

efficiency of information retrieval and provide precise data-based support for relevant 

decision makers. 

Thematic data retrieval is carried out for relevant data according to specific search 

scope. Through different statistical and computational means (such as the calculation 

of the highest temperature in the past ten years, the average regional pressure or 

special indicators), key information is extracted from the data, which can reduce the 

burden of manual calculation and make it easy for staff to obtain the required data. 

Retrieval conditions are presented as forms. In the form, the retrieval object (region), 

data type (meteorology, humanities, hydrology, soil), relevant data index (temperature, 

heavy metal content, etc.) and time range can be selected. According to the description 

of the query form, the content of the retrieval is presented in a suitable chart way, and 

the export of the retrieval data is supported as the import of simulation and 

decision-making (users need to cooperate with the explicit formula of index 

transformation). 

Large data centers organize all kinds of data reasonably, extract key attributes that can 

be associated with data, and compute and retrieve data in different dimensions such as 

space and time, thus forming specific retrieval methods and presentation forms for 

each different topic. This kind of organizational clustering of data can effectively sort 

out and merge the messy data, form more specific thematic data information content 

for land construction projects, and provide corresponding data retrieval interface as a 

privilege mechanism for external data application and invocation. 
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